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N Y B R O G Å R D  D O R M I T O R Y              N E W S L E T T E R  

Translation of the new welcome folder 

as a paid project by Rasmus Simling 

Kristensen 

The Residents' Council, in collaboration 

with Board, recently commissioned a 12-

page welcome folder for new residents, 

which will hopefully have a positive im-

pact on the residents' exposure among 

new residents. This folder currently exists 

only in Danish and it is desired to have it 

translated into English in favour of our 

large amount of international residents. 

It is therefore proposed that the Council 

provide this translation as a paid project 

for an interested resident. It has been es-

timated that the translation will take in 

the area of 8 hours, why it is proposed to 

offer the project with a maximum payroll 

of 9 hours, to the normal hourly rate of 

the college of approx. 150 kroner. 

It is safe to say that our first month of spring decided to 

show its wintery side this year—It seems that spring and 

winter turned switched places. But we are approaching the 

month of April, and we all want spring to finally announce 

its arrival. 

The editors are also experiencing changes:: Frederik will be 

in Karlsruhe in Germany as exchange student, but is taking 

the editing job with him and will therefor continue to con-

tribute articles for the newsletter—perhaps one about his 

experiences on the exchange. 

Other than that, NybroTidende will continue to function as 

you know it.   

Lastly, the editors have visited P.O.Pedersen dormitory and 

have written about life at our neighbouring dormitory. 

Resident Council news 

Upcoming Residents & Council 

meeting:  Thursday, April 5th 

Correction on page 8. 

Interview with John p. 8 

Gladsaxe and Nybrogård p. 9 

P.O. Pedersen-dormitory p. 5 

Spring 2.0 
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The Personal Page 
The Board Administration Clubs 

Rasmus, A38 (chairman) Treasurer Canoe club Gardening club 

Frederik, N29 (vice-chairman)  Kasper Hansen, R66 Ask, M47 Rasmus, A38 

Rasmus, S21(alternate) kasserer@nybro.dk     

    Art club Brewers club 

The Residents’ Council Secretary Maja, J16 Jakob, B51 

Chairman:  :   Keegan, O2 Josephine B56     

 sekretaer.nybrogaard@gmail.com ”Brættet” Board games Exercise room 

AB-odd:       Needed  Jonas, R52 Niels, T54 

      

AB-even:     Rasmus, A38 Accountants Bicycle workshop Cinema club 

    Kristoffer, L10 This could be you. 

CD-odd:       Needed NybroTidende     

  Agnes Jensen, O4 Nybro Cake festival FC Nybro 

CD-even:   Adrian, C24 Clara Schou, K55 This could be you. This could be you. 

                      Patrick Aagaard, M63    

EF-odd:      Kim E31 Frederik Holgersen, H2 Music practice room FC Nybro Chicks 

  tidende@nybro.dk Andreas L31 This could be you. 

EF-even:    Needed      

  Secretariat/subletting Dog club  

GH-odd:     Needed Office hours: Monday 19:00-20:00 Lærke, H56  

  and Thursday 20:00-21:00,   

GH-even:   Needed GH-basement.   

  Phone: 21 48 54 55    

JK-odd:     Needed   Service 

 Complaints committee Key bearers Table tennis/hockey 

JK-even:    Johannes, K46 Office hours: Tuesday  Kasper CD-basement 

          (alt.) Lukas, J32 19:30-20:00, GH basement. Phone.: 26 81 15 01   

LM-odd:    Nikolaj, M51 E-mail: klage@nybro.dk Rasmus Bicycle workshop 

          Phone: 21 48 54 55 Phone:  26 79 42 53  LM-basement 

LM-even:  Needed   The price for   

  Network office key service is: Folding chairs 

NO-odd:    Niklas, O51 Office hours: Monday 20:00-21:00 9:00-21:00: DKK 50  

  in the GH-basement. 21:00-9:00: DKK 100   

NO-even:  Needed E-mail: admin@nybro.dk  Trailer 

  Phone: 21 48 54 55  Lars Kaj (insp.) 

PR-odd:    Needed    

  TV/Antenna  Draught beer system 

PR-even:     Kasper, R66 antennegruppen@nybro.dk  Kasper, R66 

    

ST-odd:     Ditlev, T37  KælderCaféen 

                  Søren T43(Alt.) Environmental Group Opening hours: Fridays 21:00-03:00  

ST-even:   Niels T54  Troels, O07 One Saturday each month 21:00-05:00 

                   miljo@nybro.dk (announced separately). 

Apartments: 
  Chairman: Bertil, F61 

  Deputy chairman: Kasper Hansen, R66  

C, D and G: Keegan O2   Member: Clara, K55 

    Secretary: Agnes O04 

H and L:   (Stefen L6)   Residents’ Council Rep.:  This could be you. 

  Alternate: Emma, R64 

M, O and S: Frederik, O3   Treasurer: Kasper, R66  

  Local facilities 

NOTE! Inspector  Laundromat   

Items for the agenda must be 

sent to the secretary at least 

ten days before the meeting 

nybro.dk > English > For Resi-

dents > Resident Council > 

”Add item to the agenda”.  

Lars Kaj Opening hours: 8:00-19:00 

varmemester@nybro.dk     

Phone: 45 87 04 73 Convenience store and Pizzeria 

Office hours  Phone: 51 14 12 19   

Monday: 16:00-18:00  Weekdays: 15:00-21:00 

Tuesday-Friday: 07:30-09:00 Sat-Sun: 13:00-21:00 

First weekday of month: 17:00-18:00 May-August: open until 22:00 every day. 
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Store Bededag 
It is no longer very common to outright cel-

ebrate Store Bededag. It has become a holi-

day where you’ll have the day off if you are 

one of the lucky ones. 

This Danish tradition takes place on the 

fourth Friday after Easter Day and was in-

troduced all the way back in 1686. This was 

done as the church had so many different 

holy days that it was impractical to cele-

brate them all. The were therefor consoli-

dated into a single day, Store Bededag. It has 

been the prominent opinion that it was 

Struensee who had introduced the day as a 

substitute for the many other holidays he 

had abolished in 1770, but this initiative 

was actually taken by Sjælland’s bishop, 

Hans Bagger. 

Hveder (Wheat buns, see p. 10)  

Is a traditional food, associated with the 

day.  As it is a day of prayer, all forms of 

commerce and work were banned on the 

day because people had to concentrate on 

going to church and, surprise, pray. That's 

why the bakers got the idea to bake wheat 

buns the day before. People could even heat 

them on the day, where the bakeries were 

closed. However, with time it became nor-

mal to eat them on the evening prior, which 

was eventually called Store Bededagsaften. 

But what other traditions are associated 

with the day other than eating too many 

wheat buns? In Copenhagen there was a 

custom in the 1700s to go to Chris-

tianshavn's Vold on Store Bededagsaften to 

hear the day be heralded by the sound of 

church bells. This custom can be dated all 

the way back to 1747 when the Church of 

Our Lady had a new carillon installed. 

In the 1900s, Copenhageners and also stu-

dents still gathered or walked about at 

Christianshavn, Langelinie or in particular 

Kastellet. This tradition is still alive to a cer-

tain extent. 

(Image: https://natmus.dk).  

Agnes, o-4 
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Extreme April fools pranks! 
Are you the type of person to come up 

with pranks for April fools or are you the 

type to fall for them? April 1st is a day for 

pranksters and the pranked, but some 

pranks are more extreme than others, 

here are a few examples! 

 

1. Plant your victim’s keyboard with 

cress seeds: 

Are you one of those who love cress on your 

bread? and would like to tease one of your 

acquaintances? then the picture below may 

give an idea of what you can expose them 

to: 

2. Or what about toothpaste in stead of 

the cream in the Oreos? 

Bon appetite… 

3. Shopping carts can also be used: 

My hat off to the one who spent the time on 

this prank (and not least for the one who 

removes them...) 

4. And lastly… 

Impressive that it could at all be possible to 

place the glasses like that. 

 

    Frederik, H2 
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In the February issue of Nybro-

Tidende, an article was published 

about everything worth knowing 

about Nybroga rd dormitory. Here are 

a total of 9 items about the facts and 

facilities at our neighbouring school 

in Bagsværd! 

* From here on, Nybroga rd dormitory 

will be referred to as NK and P.O. 

Pedersen College as POP! 

1. Location 

POP is the dormitory closest to Ny-

bro. From NK to POP (which has the 

address Haraldslundvej 38) it's only 

1.3 km. (if you follow the so-called 

Voldtægtssti along Radiomarken!) 

2. Age 

POP was built in 1964, and is thus 54 

years old! 

3. The building 

As you can see in the picture below, 

the dormitory is one large building. In 

the centre is the main entrance, 

which can be said to split the building 

in 2: On one side there are 3 floors 

and the basement, while in the other 

there is no basement. On the 2nd 

floor there are apartments where you 

can live together 2 and 2 as here at 

NK. 

Their hallways have also been deco-

rated with time! 

4. The rooms 

Like here at NK, the rooms at the POP 

are 12 m². However, they are about 

half a meter narrower and therefor 

longer. 

5. The kitchens 

The kitchens at POP consists of two 

rooms with the shared wall torn 

down, making them fairly small: The 

area where food is cooked is in some 

of the kitchens also the area you have 

to go through to get into the sofa and 

TV area. 

The dorm has a total of 24 kitchens, 

each shared by 11-12 residents. 

One of the few things we can envy POP 

for is that they have dishwashers in all 

the kitchens! 

6. Laundry room 

The laundry room at POP is now also 

pretty great! Both the machines and 

the chip systems are fairly new. - Only 

time can tell when they will look like 

ours;) 

7. Falladen 

In December, the Board of the dormi-

tory's bar 'Falladen' unfortunately 

agreed to close for the regular Tues-

day and Friday openings.  

However, the bar is still active with 

special theme parties. 

8. Outdoor areas 

POP does not have the same scenic 

surroundings as us at Nybro. Howev-

er, they have a multisport course, 

which the municipality does not al-

low here - as well as a lot of sports 

equipment for outdoor activities in 

the summer. 

However, while we at NK have our 

own exercise room, POP has 5 wood-

en poles as tools for exercising... 

9. The name P.O. Pedersen 

The initials P.O. is an abbreviation for 

Peder Oluf (1874-1941), who was a 

famous Danish engineer, inventor, 

physicist, director and principal of 

the Polytechnic Learning Centre. 

Peder Oluf Pedersen 

   

  

  

 

  

    -Clara, K55 

P.O. Pedersen dormitory!  

From the Saint Patricks Day party 17/3-18  
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Residents’ Council meeting minutes 
Agenda for residents’ council meeting  

Present: Nikolaj O51, Keegan O2, Rasmus 

A38, Adrian C24, Nikolaj M51, John Kaas 

(Caretaker), Rasmus L30, Frederik O3 

Moderator and language for the meet-

ing 

Keegan, Danish. 

 

Voting members 

5 

 

Approval of minutes from last resi-

dents’ council meeting 

Approved 

 

Approval of agenda. 

Approved 

 

Economy 

Treasurer Kasper P16 is not present, 

which is why there is no information 

about the current economic situation. 

Other messages 

Fra John (Inspector): 

• Replacement of shower heads and 

faucet aerator in all rooms associ-

ated with the water saving project 

will start now. Replacement is 

made block by block, and a note 

will be in the mailbox with one 

week's notice. 

• The Salto Magnet locking system 

on the outer doors is underway. 

However not until a look at the 

logistics in connection with the 

distribution of the more than one 

thousand magnets (two for each 

rental). 

• The softening plant is running on 

schedule and no complaints have 

been received.  

From the Board v. Rasmus (A38): 

• The big challenges with KAB's new 

IT system is beginning to be reme-

died. The rooms will be re-rented 

and study controls will be issued. 

There has been a pause for some 

leases in connection with this - one 

part because they have had the 

entire termination period and 

some, because of the problems, 

have not been re-rented quickly 

enough. At present, it is the expec-

tation that any rental loss due to 

this will not be a burden for the 

dormitory. 

Review of last board meeting or agen-

da before the next. 

N/A 

Internal correspondence 

A) Translation of the new welcome 

folder as a paid project by Rasmus Sim-

ling Kristensen 

Up for Vote 

The Residents' Council, in collaboration 

with Board, recently commissioned a 12-

page welcome folder for new residents, 

which will hopefully have a positive im-

pact on the residents' exposure among 

new residents. This folder currently exists 

only in Danish and it is desired to have it 

translated into English in favour of our 

large amount of international residents. 

It is therefore proposed that the Council 

provide this translation as a paid project 

for an interested resident. It has been es-

timated that the translation will take in 

the area of 8 hours, why it is proposed to 

offer the project with a maximum payroll 

of 9 hours, to the normal hourly rate of 

the college of approx. 150 kroner. 

The Council is therefore required to de-

cide whether this translation project is to 

be offered and to set an appropriate sala-

ry framework for the project. 

The proposal was adopted with the 

votes 5 for, 0 against, 0 abstained 

B) Job posting: Recruitment of transla-

tor for the new welcome folder by Ras-

mus Simling Kristensen 

Up for vote 

If the Council chooses to offer the transla-

tion project, then an interested person 

must be hired for translation. If one or 

more interested parties are present, it is 

advisable to the Council of Ministers to 

hire one of these to carry out the project. 

If the translation project is rejected by the 

Council, the point will obviously be 

waived. 

Nikolaj M51 requests the job, and was 

employed with 5 votes for, 0 against, 0 

abstained 

C) New Antenna manager sought 

A new antenna manager is sought to take 

over as soon as possible. There will, of 

course, be training in the job - which is 

not difficult but requires some handiness 

and being able to handle a screwdriver. 

The job is waged hourly at approx. 150 

kroner per hour. 

As an antenna manager you will have 2 

primary tasks: 

1. Change the residents’ antenna packages  

Every month, some residents change their 

TV package. The subscription and pay-

ment will change automatically online, 

but the physical change of the package 

must be made by changing a physical fil-

ter. 

This is typically a task that can be done 

once or twice a month. 

2. Act as link between residents and KAB 

If a channel suddenly no longer works, 

either locally with the individual resident 

or across the dormitory, then it's your job 

to take action. This task is to check the 

filter (what you usually change) and to 

contact the responsible person at KAB (or 

Lars Kaj). 

Rasmus L30 requests the post, and is 

employed with the votes: 5 for, 0 

against, 0 abstained 

New members and alternates 

Nikolaj N51 signs on for LM-Odd 

Stefen L6 signs on for the LH apartments. 

Steffen was ill and therefore could not 

meet personally - he is therefore enrolled 

on the condition that he meet up at the 

next meeting. 
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Agenda for residents’ council meet-

ing, April 5th, 2018:  

1. Present:  

2. Moderator and language for the 

meeting 

3. Count of voting members 

4. Approval of minutes from last 

resident’ council meeting 

5. Approval of agenda 

6. Economy 

7. Other 

8. Review of last board meeting or 

agenda before the next. 

9. Inward correspondence 

A) Application for DKK 10,000 to 

the Exercise room  

v. Niels Ulrich Matthiessen T-54 

Up for vote 

Nybroga rd Exercise Club wants to ap-

ply for DKK 10.000, as much equip-

ment is either broken or completely 

missing. At present, the club has DKK 

1960.75 remaining, which is far from 

able to last for the rest of the year. 

The Exercise Club is one of the most 

active clubs and there is a great need 

for new equipment as it gets worn 

quickly. In addition, on the Facebook 

group of the club, there is a long list of 

new equipment requested by the club 

members, which there is currently no 

money for. 

The attachment shows a list of some 

of these things and why additional 

financial assistance is necessary. 

As shown in the attached, there is a 

item on the list at 2,900 kr. called 

"Miscellaneous" to cover all the un-

foreseen expenses, because things 

break, need to be replaced or are sto-

len. In addition, there is always a need 

for new equipment, and since almost 

all of the currently available amount 

of money has been used, there would, 

throughout the year, be a lot of re-

quests for money, which would be 

very time consuming. 

B) The Art club seeks money for 

renovation  

v. Maja J-16 

Up for vote 

The art club is requesting money for 

renovation of the ceiling and floor. A 

price estimate from Lars Kaj has been 

requested. 

10. New members and alternates 

11. Other 

12. Next meeting; Monday May 7th 

Any cancellations must be submit-

ted at www.nybro.dk > Residents’ 

Council > Cancel at least one day 

before the meeting 

Notice of Residents’ Council Meeting 

Other 

• It was mentioned that the Wi-Fi 

signal on the kitchens is quite in-

sufficient, and that unlike in the 

dorm rooms, it is not possible for 

the residents to do anything to im-

prove it (i.e.. because the Internet 

use needs to be able to be traced 

back to the individual user). Addi-

tionally, some people experienced 

the Internet becoming unstable 

during peak periods (i.e. Sundays 

from 20-23). It was mentioned that 

The Net-group is probably working 

on a solution / expansion of the 

internet coverage in the dormitory, 

but is awaiting specific operational 

experience from the Hempel dor-

mitory, but also that there have 

been experiments with improve-

ments at Nybroga rd. 

The conclusion was to ask the Net-

group to come up with a status of 

their work on this front for the next 

meeting. 

• A status was requested from the 

treasurer on the economy of the 

Residents' Association, in particu-

lar on determining the actual 

amount available to the Residents' 

Council. 

Next meeting  

The next meeting will take place on 

Thursday, April 5th  at 7pm, GH base-

ment.   

Any cancellations must be submitted at 

www.nybro.dk > Residents’ Council > 

Cancel at least one day before the 

meeting 

Notice of Residents’ Meeting 
1. Present:  

2. Moderator and language for the 

meeting 

3. Approval of agenda 

4. Other 

10. Inward correspondence 

11. Other 

Solution to Brain Gym s. 12: 

1. I see fire - Ed Sheeran 2. Chained to the rhythm - Katy Perry 3. Chicken dance 4. Oppa Gangnam Style - Psy 5. Telephone - Lady Gaga/Beyoncé 6. Single 
Ladies - Beyoncé 7. Leaving on a jet plane - John Denver 
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Side 8 

Following the interview with Lars Kaj in the November issue, a similar interview has been requested. This time, NybroTidende got a hold 

of the Blue Man John Kaas for a short talk about life at the dormitory. 

-What education do you have? ”I’m actually a graduated pædagog.” 

-How did you get your job position? ”Lars-kaj had needed an extra blue man almost 19 years ago. We actually knew each other in ad-

vance, and then he got me employed - Which was a good idea as I'm still here 19 years later. 

-What is the best aspect of your job? ”The sweet residents and the great atmosphere at the dormitory!” 

-What is the worst aspect of your job? ”The worst is definitely the bad weather!” 

-What is the difference between your job and Lars Kaj’s? ”Lars-Kaj is the manager and I'm employed - which of course means that 

Lars-Kaj's mail is much more boring! " 

-The funniest experiences at the dormitory? I remember all the good things, but memories come when 

I've stopped working at some point.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blue book on John: 

Age: 59  

Raised: Gladsaxe  

Number of years at the dormitory: 18 

Marital status: Divorced 

Children: 3 daughters (ages 18, 23 and 

33) 

Pets: Has had a dog and a rabbit 

Interview with the ”Blue man” 

Labyrinth by Jule Hiller 

(Image: dreamicus.com) 

NB: Correction of March issue - 2018. 

In the article "CD-Even’s Pancake stack!" It is mentioned that Rema1000 sponsored 80 eggs. Correction: Rema1000 was actually so 

kind as to sponsor almost all of the ingredients (80 eggs, 60L milk, 30kg, flour, 5kg Lurpak, 10kg sugar and marmalade and salt) for 

the pancakes of except for 255 eggs that the kitchen coffer paid. In total, 750 pancakes were made, of which 555 ended in the 

stack. 
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  Gladsaxe and Nybrogård dormitory 

Although the zip code is 2800 Kongens 

Lyngby, we do not live in Lyngby-

Taarbæk Municipality, but in Gladsaxe 

Municipality. And why is that? You can 

find out in this article, which gives a de-

scription of our municipality. 

Gladsaxe Municipality covers an area of 

2,500 hectares (1 hectare = 10,000 m2) and 

has 69,450 inhabitants (as of 1 January 

2018). The municipality covers the areas of 

Gladsaxe, Buddinge, Bagsværd, Mørkhøj and 

finally a bite of Lyngby. Originally, Gladsaxe, 

Buddinge, Bagsværd and Mørkhøj were 

smaller villages, which gradually grew to-

gether, with most buildings in the munici-

pality dating from the period 1945-1970, 

where terraced houses, double houses and 

multi storey properties were built. The mu-

nicipality is thus composed of the postal 

numbers 2860 Søborg, 2880 Bagsværd and 

finally a bit of 2800 Kongens Lyngby. The 

name 'Gladsaxe' comes from 1321-1323 

from the word 'Glathsaxa', meaning "The 

shining sword". 

The Mayor of Gladsaxe is Trine Grass from 

Socialdemokratiet, and the municipality has 

been governed by Socialdemokratiet since 

1913. It was also possible to meet the 

mayor, quite recently, in CD's kitchens at 

the pancake stack record attempt. 

Why does our part of Kongens Lyngby 

belong to Gladsaxe Municipality? 

You might have wondered why you, on Ny-

brovej after 400m from the Netto on En-

gelsborgvej, see the municipality sign of 

Gladsaxe and again, already 350m after Ny-

broga rd going towards Frederiksdal, will be 

met by the municipality sign of Lyngby-

Taarbæk. Thus why our small part of 

Kongens Lyngby and Nybrovej is part of the 

municipality of Gladsaxe. The explanation is 

really simple, but it requires a brief history 

of the municipality's formation. 

The municipality was established in 1841 

by the then Gladsaxe parish in the then 

Gladsaxe-Herlev Municipality in Sokkelund 

township. In 1909, the village of Herlev sep-

arated itself and became the municipality of 

Herlev and left was the municipality of 

Gladsaxe. The design of the municipality is 

formed by the various parishes that are part 

of the municipality. One of these parishes is 

Stenga rd parish, and is located in what is 

called Gladsaxe-Herlev deanery (which ac-

tually made up the then municipality of the 

same name), and if you look at Stenga rd 

parish, it can be seen that this includes the 

bit with where Nybroga rd is located, be-

tween Lyngby Lake and Bagsværd Lake. So 

it's a strange story of deaneries and parish-

es that have influenced what municipality 

we really belong to - despite the fact that we 

still live in Lyngby. Why the outlines of the 

parishes were drawn up in the way you see 

today, on the other hand, must remain un-

certain. 

What constitutes the municipality of 

Gladsaxe? 

The municipality is densely built, but inter-

rupted by some natural areas. Bagsværd 

Lake is one of these, where the majority of 

the lake belongs to the municipality of Glad-

saxe, while a small part of Lyngby Lake be-

longs to the municipality. At Bagsværd Lake 

you will also find Denmark's Rowing stadi-

um. 

Further to the west is Hareskoven, most of 

which lies within the neighbouring munici-

pality of Furesø. The natural areas Smør-

mosen and Fedtmosen are also located 

within both Gladsaxe and Herlev Municipal-

ities. Previously, Danmark's Radio's main 

building, TV-Byen, was located at the 

Gyngemosen area before the headquarters 

were moved to Ørestad. In addition, you can 

see the five high-rise buildings, which make 

up Høje Gladesaxe, from a long distance. 

They were built in the mid 1960s are among 

the first high-rise buildings in the metropol-

itan area. 

 

    Frederik, H2 
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NybroTidende Food Column: 

It’s getting brighter! 

Agnes, O4 

It may be that March has been full of snow and sleet, but then April 

must  simply make up for it. It better! 

Agnes, O4 

Hveder (wheat buns) About 12 servings. 

Ingredients: 

- 100 g butter 

- 3 dl water, lukewarm 

- 25 g yeast (1/2 pack) 

- 1 egg 

- 2 tbsp. sugar 

- 1 tsp. salt 

- approx. 500 g of wheat flour 

Procedure: 

Mix flour with sugar and salt in the dough 

dish. Cut butter into smaller pieces and mix 

it in until it becomes grainy. Stir the yeast 

well with half of the water. Put the rest of 

the water in and pour it into the dish. Mix 

the dough and knead it until glossy and 

smooth. 

Put the dough on the table and divide it into 

12 equal parts. shape them into buns that 

placed close together in a small baking tray 

lined with baking paper. It is important that 

the buns lie close so that they form the right 

shape (squares) when rising. 

Let the buns rise to double their size while 

covered and placed in a warm area. They 

are then baked on the second to bottom-

most place in the oven which has been pre-

heated to 225 °C, for approx. 25 min. 

Cool on grate. The buns are divided and 

toasted in the oven with the cut surface fac-

ing upwards for 10 minutes at 250 °C. 

 

Seasoned chicken with sweet potatoes 

and beans (2 servings.):  

- 250 g. chicken 

- 200 g. green beans 

- 1 sweet potato 

- Parmesan cheese 

- Olive oil 

- Spices according to your own taste 

 

Procedure: 

Rinse the sweet potato. You may want to 

peel it depending on its condition. Cut it into 

fries and pour them into a bag together with 

the green beans. Pour the amount of olive 

oil in as well as parmesan cheese. Season 

with salt and pepper, and thyme if wanted. 

Close the bag and shake it until everything 

is evenly distributed. 

Then pour the contents of the bag onto a 

frying pan covered with baking paper and 

spread it out so that they are evenly distrib-

uted. Bake in the middle of the oven at 200-

250 °C until the sweet potato is tender. This 

depends on how thick they are cut, so check 

them regularly. 

Cut the chicken into strips or slices and 

place on a hot frying pan with oil. Add salt, 

pepper and other spices such as dried lem-

on peel, juniper berries, curry or paprika. 

The chicken is cooked and ready to be 

served. 

 

Easy and healthy smoothie (1 serving):  

Ingredients: 

- 1 banana 

- Rice or oat milk 

- Berries of your choice (Frozen or fresh) 

 

Procedure: 

Cut the banana into slices (this step is very 

important if you use frozen bananas as it 

will spare your blender) and pour them into 

your blender. If you use the frozen banana, 

your smoothie will not be lukewarm, while 

also not having to use frozen berries. If they 

are frozen, then it is preferable to thaw 

them before use. You can easily thaw them 

by pouring boiling water over them and let 

them simmer a little. When this is done, the 

berries are poured in. How many you 

choose to use is up to yourself, but a good 

rule of thumb is to have at least as many 

berries as banana (slices). Milk is poured so 

the banana and the berries are covered be-

fore blending. However, if it's too thick you 

can always add a little more. 

Agnes, O4 

(image: https://denstoredanske.dk). 
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In continuation of the series 'Seen at 

the dorm', there will be articles about 

the hallways of the dormitory. This 

will include every building's two 

hallways. I will go and talk to the 

different kitchens about how it is 

living in the hallways. How the 

atmosphere is, how social it is, for the 

entire hallway and for the separate 

kitchens. 

(AB-odd, who has not yet removed 

their pretty paper chains) 

I am reasonably familiar with AB, as 

someone who lived there shortly 

before I moved into an apartment. I 

lived downstairs where people were 

pretty social. Joint dinners , TDC and 

TDK were often held, game evenings 

as well as drinking occasions lasting 

well into the morning hours. The 

joint kitchen cleaning itself became a 

party where everyone helped. On 

Sundays, cake or cinnamon buns 

were often baked, and in December, 

rice pudding was made every Sunday 

in advent. Both kitchens also ate 

pancake puffs together.  

There were not many to see when I 

came over to see the AB building, but 

maybe I should have arrived at a 

different time than 9 o'clock on a 

Monday. I have also gotten to know 

people upstairs after moving over to O, 

which may be a little ironic. A lot of 

parties take place up there, which does 

not surprise anyone when you can find 

a recipe for a special 'B 52': 

”This strong drink is an intoxicating 

goodnight drink that should be 

enjoyed slowly. Grand Marnier can be 

used instead of Cointreau, then the 

drink becomes a KGB. Served in an Old

-Fashioned sjusglas. Ice, 30 ml. Kahlua, 

30 ml. Baileys Irish Cream. 30 ml. 

Cointreau. Put ice in the serving glass. 

Pour Kahlua over, then Irish Cream 

and finally Cointreau. Served with a 

short straw.” 

You can see and hear many different 

things upstairs if you simply walk 

down the hall. There are some who 

have dogs which barl when you pass 

by. There are lots of things in the 

hallways. People have adorned the 

walls and their doors. I saw a single 

chair, some laundry, and lots of a 

pictures and posters. There was a 

steel basket with a pile of books on 

inorganic chemistry as well as a 

mirror and something that looked 

like the top of a ironing board. 

Their notice board had a very nice 

postcard from someone who had 

been to Thailand and had chosen to 

send a card to everyone on AB-even. 

There are not as many different 

murals in this building as some of the 

others, but the residents have made 

up for it with lots of things stuck to 

the walls. 

Next time's it's CD's turn and 

although the buildings themselves 

are very similar and almost identical 

on the outside, they are very different 

inside. It's a great feeling you get  

when you see it going through the 

dorm. 

The dormitory’s hallways: AB 

Agnes, O4 
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Are you one of those who are often patiently waiting 

for your train at Lyngby Station, for example, wonder-

ing where it really is? With the app Landets Puls you 

can now resolve your wondering (or almost...). 

How the app works: The app illustrates all the Dan-

ish railways and real-time information and locations 

for the different train types, including the S-trains, 

regional trains, intercity trains and local trains. When 

you click on the individual train, you can also see its 

stops, departure and arrival times as well as any de-

lays. The S-trains are represented by their respective 

line's colour and letters, regional trains and local 

trains are illustrated as grey or green (known as "PP" 

or "RE", "RA" and "RX") intercity trains can be recog-

nized as red IC icons while bullet trains are yellow 

ICL icons. 

Also metros can be seen. 

 

All in all: A pretty good and useful app to see when 

your train is expected to arrive if the displays on the 

stations are out of order, or simply as a "nerdy" app. 

However, the map can be large and take time to up-

date, so be sure to zoom in to your area. There is also 

an app called Byens Puls, 

which only illustrates the 

location of the S-trains on 

their respective lines. 

This is useful if you are 

only interested in the S-

trains. 

    

 -Frederik  H-2 

 

App of the month: Landets Puls 

Do you have comments, praise, critique or other information, you want to have included in 

the newsletter? tidende@nybro.dk 

1. April: Easter Sunday 

2. April: Easter Monday 

8. April: Lyngby flea market  

9. April: German invasion of Denmark 

20-26. April: Forskningens døgn (Scientific 

research days) 

21. April: KælderCaféen’s birthday party! 

26. April: Chernobyl memorial day 

27. April: Store bededag + Copenhagen Dance 

Festival 

27-29. April: J-Popcon 

28-29. April: Copenhagen Sakura Festival 

Guess the song titles 

1. ___________________________ 

2. ___________________________ 

3. ___________________________ 

4. _________________________ 

5. _________________________ 

6.        ___________________________ 

7. ___________________________ 

 

Answers on page 7. 


